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153.35 GAIMAN

Art matters : because your imagination can change the world / Neil
Gaiman
You are the placebo : making your mind matter / Dr. Joe Dispenza
Dear Madam President : an open letter to the women who will run the
world / Jennifer Palmieri
Hard to love : essays and confessions / Briallen Hopper
Women rowing north : navigating life's currents and flourishing as we age
/ Mary Pipher
Going up the country : when the hippies, dreamers, freaks, and radicals
moved to Vermont / Yvonne Daley
The handbook for Americans : the essential reference for citizens of the
United States of America
Empire of the fund : the way we save now / William A. Birdthistle
How to write successful fundraising letters / Mal Warwick with Eric
Overman
The unwinding of the miracle : a memoir of life, death, and everything
that comes after / by Julie Yip-Williams
Blow : how a small-town boy made $100 million with the Medellin
cocaine cartel and lost it all / Bruce Porter
The book of why : the new science of cause and effect / Judea Pearl and
Dana Mackenzie
The class : a life-changing teacher and his world-changing kids / Heather
Won Tesoriero
The mystery of the exploding teeth : and other curiosities from the
history of medicine / Thomas Morris
The DASH diet Mediterranean solution : the best eating plan to control
your weight and improve your health for life / Marla Heller, MS. RD
The TB12 method : how to achieve a lifetime of sustained peak
performance / Tom Brady
Drawn to sex : the basics / created by Erika Moen & Matthew Nolan
Undo it! : how simple lifestyle changes can reverse most chronic diseases
/ Dean Ornish, MD, and Anne Ornish
Instant pot pressure cooker cookbook : 500 recipes for beginners and
advanced users : try easy and healthy instant pot recipes / by Jennifer
Smith
The Sioux Chef's indigenous kitchen / Sean Sherman
Silver hair : say goodbye to the dye-- and let your natural light shine! /
Lorraine Massey with Michele Bender
You are a mogul : how to do the impossible, do it yourself, and do it now
/ Tiffany Pham
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The executive director's guide to thriving as a nonprofit leader / Mim
Carlson, Margaret Donohoe
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Book yourself solid : the fastest, easiest, and most reliable system for
getting more clients than you can handle even if you hate marketing and
selling / Michael Port
Art and the Second World War / Monica Bohm-Duchen
A people's art history of the United States : 250 years of activist art and
artists working in social justice movements / Nicolas Lampert
Italian splendor : palaces, castles, and villas / Jack Basehart
Eyewitness companions : architecture
The memory palace : a book of lost interiors / Edward Hollis
American house styles : a concise guide / John Milnes Baker, AIA
Photographer's market 2018 : how and where to sell your photography /
Noel Rivera, editor
The wild bunch : Sam Peckinpah, a revolution in Hollywood, and the
making of a legendary film / W.K. Stratton
It gets worse : a collection of essays / by Shane Dawson
Nobody's looking at you: esssays / Janet Malcolm
The husband hunters : American heiresses who married into the British
aristocracy / Anne de Courcy
Into the teeth of the tiger / Donald S. Lopez
Victorious century : the United Kingdom, 1800-1906 / David Cannadine
Burning down the Haus : punk rock, revolution, and the fall of the Berlin
Wall / by Tim Mohr
Vietnam : an epic tragedy, 1945-1975 / Max Hastings
The lost : a search for six of six million / Daniel Mendelsohn
Lead us not-- : the true story of the first religious discrimination lawsuit in
New Hampshire / A.I. Metayer
Glorious mountain days : the 1902 hike that helped save the White
Mountains / by Allison W. Bell and Maida Goodwin
Pablo Escobar, mi padre. English

BIOGRAPHY GRISWOLD
BIOGRAPHY ROBINS

The unstoppable Ruth Bader Ginsburg : American icon / introduction &
text by Antonia Felix
The book of help : a memoir in remedies / Megan Griswold
The shotgun : a memoir / David Robins

BIOGRAPHY TOMALIN

A life of my own / Claire Tomalin

